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1 Introd uction 
A chemical gel is a polymer chain network that is chemically cross-linked and immersed in a 
good solvent. The network subjected to mechanical deformation. As long as the deformation 
does not break the chemical structure of the gel， the response will be determined by external 
conditions. The structure of the network is uniquely defined by fact that polymers joined to 
each cross-linked point and is fixed for al the time of the preparation of the gel. We refer to the 
state of preparation as the initial. The final state of the swollen and deformed network depends 
indirectly on the conditions of network preparation， since they determine the仕ozenstructure. 
The main motivation of the present simulation research is to study the elastic modulus of 
cross司linkedpolymer chain in the gels. 
2 Simulation 
We consider a gel model for NIPA gel consisting of two functional polymers and four functional 
cross-linings. Here we assume that two functional polymer correspond to poly N-isopropylacrylamide， 
and four-functional monomer to N-methylenebisacrylamide. 





First， we distribute randomly a large number of cross-linking on an assumed finite space. 
They are fixed on the initial point for al the time. Second， an end of a polymer is jointed to 
one cross-linking， and another end randomly move on the space and the end approach another 
cross-linking. We assume the" reaction to occur only when monomers come within the radius of 
the cross-linking We neglect dang1ing ends assume that the network is formed by cross-1inking 
very long chains above the gelation point. The model is the ra凶omlycross-linked network[l]of 
Gaussian chains with no excluded volume. However， this simply model contain topological effect 
[2] which account for the e白低閑x泊ci恒ste舵 eofpeぽr口口I削
the cross-linked polymer fi伽Oωrthe ring polymer[3]. 
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